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1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a compact subset of the complex plane C and let g be a
continuous function on X. We denote by ~(X, g) the rational module

{ro(z) + rl(z) g(z)},

where each ri is a rational function with poles off X.
In the casc in which g(z) = z, the closurcs of ~(X, z) in various norms

were first considered by O'Farrell [4]. Later, several authors (e.g.,
Carmona, Trent, Verdera, and Wang) explored the subject. A question
which arose from these investigations concerned the characterization of
R(X, g), the uniform closure of ~(X, g) in C(X). When X has empty
interior X, this was settled in [6] (also see [1]) by showing that R(X, g) =
C(X) if and only if R(Z) = C(Z), where g is a smooth function and Z is the
subset of X on which 8g vanishes. Here 8 = !(a/ox + i%y) is the usual
Cauchy~Riemann operator in the complex plane.

The existence of interior points, however, makes the problem more
difficult. Note that a function/satisfies 8(8f!8g) =0 in an open set Uifand
only if/ = h +gk with hand k holomorphic. Therefore it is natural to ask
the following question: For an arbitrary compact set X, is

R(X, g) = {IE C(X): 8(8f!8g) = 0 in X}

whenever 8g 'I' 0 on X? In particular, when g(z) = z, this would be viewed
as an approximation problem for the elliptic differential operator 82 = 808:
Is

R(X, z) = {IE C(X): 82
/ =0 in X}

for an arbitrary compact set X?
For the case when X is a compact set whose complement is connected,

the approximation problem is not too difficult. In [1 J, the method used by
Mergelyan [3] is extended by Carmona to obtain a positive result for
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question (*). Actually the Mergelyan lemma can be extended so that Col') is
also true for any compact set X satisfying the following capacity condition
(see [1]):

y(.1(z, r) - X) ~ er

for some positive constant c, for every point z on the boundary of X, and
for all sufficiently small r, where y is the analytic capacity [2]. In
particular, this condition is satisfied if the diameters of the components of
the complement of X are bounded away from zero. However, the general
case remains unknown. The theory of approximation by rational modules
does not follow directly from that of rational functions. A simple example
shows that there is a continuous function f E C(X) with f = h + ik, so that
hand k are holomorphic in X but unbounded. So far we do not know an
example of a compact set X in which (*) is not true.

The inner boundary of X is the set of the boundary points of X not
belonging to the boundary of a component of the complement of X. In this
paper, we employ a scheme for approximation used by Vitushkin [7J
together with the extended Mergelyan lemma [1] to prove the following:

THEOREM. If the inner boundary of a compact set X is empty, then
R(X, i) = {IE C(X) : [Pf =0 in X}.

With localization argument [8J we obtain the following:

COROLLARY. If the inner boundary of a compact set X is at most
countable, then R(X, i) = {IEC(X) : 87 = °in X}.

We establish now some additional general notations. We denote m
the Lebesgue measure on C and by .1(z, r) the open disc with center z and
radius r. If U is an open subset of C, then we denote by C ~(UJ,

i = 0, 1,2, ..., the space of i-times continuously differentiable complex func
tions on U with compact support and by H( U) the space of holomorphic
functions in U. If J1 is a compactly supported Borel measure on t,. we
write f1(z) = JdJ1( O/(~ - z) for the Cauchy transform of J1 and l1(z) =
J(~ - i)1(~ - z) dJ1( ~). If <p ELl (m) has compact support,' then we write
$= (<pm) 1\ and ;p = (<pm) ~. The symbol c stands for a positive constant,
independent of the relevant variables under consideration (unless otherwise
stated) and not necessarily the same at each occurrence.

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

While the following lemma is well known for certain more general ellip
tic differential operators [5J, its proof for the operator 82 is surprisingly
simple (cf. [1 J).
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LEMMA 1. Let K be a compact subset of an open set U in C. Then there
exist a compact set K such that K $jE K c U and a constant c = c(K, U) with
the following property: If 82f= 0 in U, then 18f(z)1 ~c Ilflloo,Kfor all zEK,
where IlfII oo,K is the sup norm off on the compact set K.

Proof As noted in the Introduction, we can write f = h + ik, with
h, k E H( U) so that k = 8f Let 0 < 2r < distance(K, C\U). Then for each
Zo E K we obtain from Green's theorem

c f - c fk(zo) =""2 of(z) dm(z) =""2 f(z) dz
r L/(zo;r) r Iz-zol~r

and the lemma is proved if we take K= {z E U: distance(z, K) ~ r}.

Let f be a continuous function on C, and t,6E C~(C). We define the
(Vitushkin) localization operator Vt/> by

Vt/>(f) is again continuous. Furthermore we may use the operator Vt/> to
"localize" the singularities of f because 82 Vt/>(f) = t,68lj in the sense of
distributions.

The proof of the following lemma can be found in [8].

LEMMA 2. Let fECAC) and t,6EC~(A(zo;J)). Then 11Vt/>(f)1100~

cm(f; J)(IIt,611 00 + 118t,611 00. 15 + 1182t,611 00.
152 ), where m(f; 15) is the modulus of

continuity off and II II 00 is the usual sup norm on the plane C.

Fix 15 > O. We consider the special system of partitions of unity {Aj , t,6j}
used by Vitushkin [7]:

(a) The family {Aj } with Aj=A(zj' 15) is an almost disjoint countable
covering of the plane. This means that each z in the plane belongs to Aj for
at most Co indices j. Here Co is an absolute constant (co = 21, say).

(b) t,6j E C';'(Aj ), O~t,6j~ 1, L t,6j= 1, IVt,6) ~c/J, and IV 2t,6jI ~C/J2.

Let f E Cc(C). We fix 15 > 0 and write f = L fj as a finite sum, where fj =
Vt/>if). We conclude from Lemma 2 that

Ilfjll 00 ~ cm(f; 15) for each j.

The following lemma, proved in [1], is analogous to a result due to
Mergelyan [3], essential in the original proof of his theorem on uniform
approximation by rational functions.
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LEMMA 3. Let D be an open disc of radius r > O. Let E be a compact,
connected subset of D with diameter at least r and such that
Q = (C - E) u {Cf)} is connected. Then there is a constant c> 0 such that,
for every ~ E C, there exist H(~, .) E H(Q) and Q(~, .) E H(Q) + zH(Q)
satisfying

(a) IH(~, z)1 ~ c/r,

(b) \H(~,Z)- z~~\~cr3/IZ-~14,

for ZEQ, ~ED, and z#~.

The Q(~, z) in Lemma 2 can be taken as (z -~) H(~, z).

LEMMA 4. Let f E Cc(C) with a2f = 0 in X. Let B be a compact subset of
ax such that L1(z, (5)\X contains a compact connected subset with diameter
at least cO for all z E B, all 15 ~ 15 o, where 15 0 > 0, c > 0 do not depend on z.
For any fixed 0 < 15 ~ 15 0 /4, there is a continuous function G(z) with the
following properties:

Ilf- Gil 00 ~ cmU; 0)

and a2G = 0 in X and in some open set containing B.

Proof We fix 15~15o/4 and write f(z) as f(z)=l.:.Jj(z), where
Jj= V,pif). Let} be an index such that there is a point zjEB for which the
distance d(L1 j , z) ~ b. Applying Lemma 3, we obtain functions Hj(~' .) E

H(Qj)' Qj(~' .) E H(Qj ) + zH(Qj)' where Qj is an open set containing X and
C - Q j is a compact subset of L1(Zj' 4(5)\X, satisfying
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so that Gj E H(Qj ) + zH(Qj ). Now suppose that j is such that the distance
d(Aj , B) ~ (j. In this case we put Gj = ij so that a2Gj = 0 in .i and in a
(j-neighborhood of B.

Since ij = V¢j{f) = V¢j(f - f(z)), we have

lij(z)-Gj(z)1 ~ I[f(z)-f(zj)] ¢j(z)/

+~f If(O-f(Zj)I.la¢j(C;)I·IHj(C;,z)- z~C;' dm(O

+~ f If(O - f(z) I ·la
2
¢j(01 ./Qj(C;, z) -:=~I dm(c;)

w(f; (j) f (j3
~w(f;(j)I¢/z)l+e (j Lljlz_c;14dm(C;)

w(f· (j) f (j3
+e J; Lljlz_c;13dm(C;)

2f dm(O
~w(f; J)I¢j(z)1 +ew(f; (j) (j Llj Iz- c;14

f
dm(O

+ ew(f; J) (j Llj Iz- c;1 3

for all z.
Let G(z) = L: Gj(z). It is clear that a2G = 0 in .i and in some

neighborhood containing B. We are going to estimateL: lij(z) - Gj(z)l.
First we note that Ilij - Gjll 00 ~ Ilijll 00 + II Gjll 00 ~ ew(f; (j) by Lemma 2

and Lemma 3. Hence from property (a) of the system {A j , ¢J, we have

L lij(z) - Gj(z)1 ~ L lij(z) - Gj(z)1
Izj-zi ~4b

+ L lij(z) - Gj(z)1
Izj-z/ >4b

f
dm(O

~ew(f;(j)+ew(f;(j)(j2 I c;1 4
I~-zl~b z-

f
dm(O

+ew(f;(j)(j 1 ):1 3
I~-zl~b z-.,

~ ew(f; (j).

Remark. In the hypothesis of Lemma 4, if a2f = 0 also on some open set
U in C, then by substituting d(Aj , B) with d(Aj , B\U) in the above con
struction, one can show that the resulted continuous function G satisfies
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the additional cbndition tPG = 0 in U. This observation is used in the proof
of the following lemma.

LEMMA 5. Let f E Cc(C) with (Pf = 0 in X. Let En be a subset ofax such
that Ll(z, <5)\X contains a compact connected subset with diameter at least
6jn for all z E En' all <5 < lin. Then for any 8> 0, there is a continuous
function G(z) with the following properties:

Ilf-GIICD~8

and eVe = 0 in X and in some neighborhood of UB".

Proof For any zEEn, the closure of En' Ll(z, <5)\X contains a compact
connected subset with diameter at least <5/2n for all <5 ~ lin. We put Go = f.
By Lemma 4, we can construct a sequence of continuous functions Gn with
the following properties: II Gn- Gn_ 111 ~ 812nand a2Gn= 0 in {a 2Gn_ 1 =:= O}
and in some neighborhood of Bn- Let G(z) = limn --+ CD Gn(z). Then G(z) is
the desired function from Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem. Let z belong to the boundary of a component ,Q i of
the complement of X with diameter d(,Q;) = di • For <5 < di , Ll(z, e5)\X con
tains a compact connected subset with diameter at least b. The Theorem
now follows from Lemma 5.

3. REMARKS

1. Lemma 2 through 5 are good if we use the notion of analytic
capacity or continuous analytic capacity [2J of the set Ll(z, b)\X instead of
the diameter. For a matter of simplicity, we choose to avoid them.

2. The argument used in this paper can be extended to certain
general rational modules and to certain elliptic differential operators.
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